CAPE MAY SPIRITS & MYSTERY TOURS
TROLLEY TOUR

• Ghosts of Cape May Trolley Tour (30 minutes)

Nobody knows Cape May’s ghosts better than psychic medium Craig McManus. Your MAC
guide relay his findings on this spooky trolley tour through darkened streets of Cape May
beneath flickering gas lamps. Discover just what the ghosts said to McManus and where
they are found.

• Spirits & Oddities Trolley Tour (30 Minutes)

They did what??!! Headless photography? Electric Corsets? Coffin Torpedoes? Explore
some of the stand beliefs, superstitions, oddities, fads, curiosities and mysteries from the
end of the 19th century – the Victorian era. Hear stories from Cape May’s history that are
bizarre, unexplained or just downright weird!

HOUSE TOURS

• Historic Haunts House Tour (30 Minutes)

Take a guided tour of the historic (some say haunted) 1879 Physick Estate, where you’ll
learn about Victorian spiritualism and modern ghost hunting techniques.

• Magic & Mystery House Tour (30 Minutes)

Take a step back in time to the Victorian Era in this 1879 restored mansion and learn about
the Victorian’s fascination with magic, illusion, the mysterious and the odd. Hear about the
Great Lafayette, the world’s greatest magician; Houdini, the astounding escape artist; Ionia,
the Goddess of Mystery; Pepper’s Ghost, is it real, or just an illusion? Sherlock Holmes,
Jack the Ripper and much more!

• Phantoms of the Physick Estate: Victorian Spiritualism (45 minutes; seasonal)

Victorians were fascinated by Spiritualism and the occult. Visit the “haunted” Physick Estate
and learn from your guide about this Victorian obsession. You will even hear some of the
electronic voice phenomena (EVPs) that 21st century technology has captured within these
walls, and understand why it is reputed to host more than just the living.

COMBINATION TOURS

• Graveyard, Ghosts and Mansion Combo Tour (2 hours)

Delve into the realm of the dead on this combination trolley and house tour that travels to
Historic Cold Spring Presbyterian Cemetery to see the graves of Dr. Emlen Physick and his
family. At the graveyard and on your return to the 1879 Emlen Physick Estate, hear EVPs
(electronic voice phenomena) recorded at the estate. Contemplate the evidence of what
many say is paranormal activity in the house, and talk to staff about their own experiences.

CAPE MAY MAC SPIRITS & MYSTERY TOURS continued

• Historic Haunts Combo Tour: A double dose of Ghosts! (60 minutes)

Get into the “spirit” of things on a trolley tour past some of Cape May’s regal Victorian
residences, reputed to host more than the living. Also enjoy a guided tour of the historic
(some say haunted) 1879 Emlen Physick Estate, where you’ll learn about Victorian
spiritualism and modern ghost hunting techniques.

• Magic & Mystery Combination Tour (60 Minutes)

Combine the Magic & Mystery House Tour with the Spirits & Oddities Trolley Tour.

For group inquiries or reservations, contact:
Susan F. Gibson, CTIS
Group Tour Manager
Direct: 609-224-6030 | sgibson@capemaymac.org

